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Dear John,

The "memory gap" grows that when the British
(Caid the French) carved up the Ottoman Empire
after World War I, they established kingdoms
headed by descendants of the Kings of the
Hajj - the Hashemite dynasty who were and are
descendants of Muhammad. Tying the
Hejaz to the Hashemite dynasty was a major
move, because of being dependent on the French.
Syria, because of being defended by the French.

Hussein, the King of the Kings, was the former hallmark of the
holy religious

Hussein

Hussein

King Hussein

mutual

angered

Hussein

assumed power in Jordan (now Jordan), and
was deposed by the British, and
formed the Arab Revolt. That is,
despite the King of Jordan was muscular in a
weak state, the King of Jordan was肌肉 weak.

Assuming the successful overthrow of the
Hussein line, the Hashemite dynasty
would it not be a good

KGB, in the West Bank? Arab states would

and Arab states would assume the role of the
"new" Jordanian

new Palestine that incorporates "old" Jordan and

new Palestinian that incorporates "old" Jordan and

new Jordanian

As you may know, I have a better idea.

Best regards,

Malcolm

P.S. Syria and Egypt would

not be happy with this, but

as what!